


Reality: The stock market crash was just 
the straw that broke the camel’s back.

• Before the Crash, 
the economy was 
already _________VERY WEAK
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1. Half the country was 
doing badly throughout 
the 1920s:

Farmers

Railroad Industry

Coal Mining



2. High Consumer Debt

• The spending and “prosperity” of 
the 20s was largely based on 
______________. 

• Most had ________________ to “ride out” any hard times.

borrowing

no savings
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3. Over-Speculation

• People began to purchase stocks 
with __________________ (buying on margin) 
because they believed prices would continue to go up

borrowed money



Buying stocks “on margin”

This allowed for way more people to 
invest in the stock market.

Let’s say I wanted to buy Tel-Tone stock for $200/share 
but I had very little money.

• The bank said, you pay $10 of your own money, and I 
will loan you the other $190.

• Then when the price of the stock went up, say to $250,  
you’d sell it, pay the bank back $190 and you’d make 
$60.  If it kept going up you’d make a lot more!!!!



4. Over-Speculation

• People began to purchase stocks 
with borrowed money  (buying on margin) 
because they believed prices would continue to go up

• Easy to get, cheap loans + unrealistic-optimism led to a 
“bubble”—___________________________highly overvalued stock prices



When the stock market 
crashed….

• Thousands who bought stocks “on 
margin” _______________

• Demand for products fell and 
businesses had to   _____________

went broke

lay off workers
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• The newly unemployed 
defaulted on bank loans

• Homes, farms & cars 
____________repossessed



Hundreds of Banks Fail



Seattle, 1931



Hoovervilles



Bread Lines & Soup Kitchens



Dorothea
Lange’s famous
photo of woman
during the 
Depression



The Dust Bowl (1933-36)
During 1920s, tractors plowed 
millions of acres of new farmland in 
the __________________
• Plowing removed protective 

layer of _________________
• ________________ exhausted 

the land which became 
unsuitable for farming

• Few trees/grass left to hold the 
___________

Then _______________ 
in 1930s blew millions of 

tons of topsoil & dirt 
hundreds of miles

Great Plains

prairie grasses

Overfarming

soil down

drought & winds



Dust Bowl (1933-36)



Thousands packed up what they could 
& took Route 66 to California and elsewhere


